Heavy showers, Strong Wind and Rough Sea Advisory
Issued by the Natural Hazards Early Warning Centre
At 01.30 p.m. 26 May 2020 for the period until 01.30 p.m. 27 May 2020

The sea areas off the coast extending from Hambanthota to Potuvil

PLEASE BE AWARE

Due to the active cloudiness in the South Eastern sea area off the coast extending from Hambantota to Potuvil, the possibility for heavy showers/thundershowers, lightning activities and sudden roughness, associated with sudden increase of wind speed (up to 70-80 kmph) in the above given shallow and deep sea areas is high.

Sea areas off the coast extending from Puttalam to Potuvil via Colombo, Galle and Hambanthota can be rough at times and swell waves may experience, 2.5 – 3.0 m height at times.

Navel and fishing communities are also requested to be vigilant in this regards.

SITUATION AT 01.30 p.m.
The active clouds are formed in the south-eastern sea areas.

FORECAST
The active cloud is likely to persist further.